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Preface

The project of studying Paul and some contemporary literary authors in light of
the homo novus concept was based on a multiannual research endeavor of an
international and interdisciplinary scholarly network, which was primarily af-
filiated with Aarhus University. The project, entitled “Homines Novi: Literary
Self-Configurations from Cicero to Paul and Augustine,” was initiated by the
gracious funding of Aarhus University Research Foundation in 2013 (AUFF =
Aarhus Universitets Forskningsfonden).

Scholars ranging from the fields of New Testament Studies, Religious Studies,
Classics, Jewish Studies, Ancient History, Patristics, Philosophy, Comparative
Literature, and Literary Sciences met at a first conference, held at the Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität in Munich/Germany in 2014, and a follow-up conference
one year later, in Sandbjerg, close to Aarhus/Denmark. At both conferences, which
were organized in close cooperation with Therese Fuhrer (Munich), the socio-
historical background of the homonovus concept and the possibilities of importing
the concept into or applying it to the area of literary analyses and interpretation
were discussed. The debate about new appropriations of the homo novus concept
and tentative readings of ancient literary authors against the heuristic potential of
the concept, hereby, took place in a truly interdisciplinary collaboration.

The present volume is the fruit of this delightful endeavor and brings together
the results of the two conferences – enriched by further contributions by
Christopher Mount (Chicago), Lauri Thurén (Joensuu), and René Falkenberg
(Aarhus).

As editors of this volume, we would like to thank AUFF, first, for providing its
gracious funding during the past years, which made this research endeavor
possible – up to the publication of this volume; second, we wish to thank all
colleagues who were presenters or participants of both conferences for their
valuable contributions, and the willingness to work out the homo novus in
heuristic terms as a key concept of historical and literary studies; finally, we wish
to thank Megan Hoewisch and Zane McGee (both Atlanta) for helping us sub-
stantially with the editorial work on this volume.
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It is our hope that the homo novus concept stimulates new and even further
reflections on Paul – and contemporary authors – when analyzing their various
modes of self-molding, self-fashioning and, thus, their strategies of shaping an
individual literary persona.

Eve-Marie Becker and Jacob Mortensen,
Aarhus in September 2017
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Eve-Marie Becker and Jacob Mortensen

Paul Among the Homines Novi

Introduction to the Volume

1. The Heuristics of the Homo Novus Concept

In the research frame of studying Paul and some contemporary literary authors
in light of the homonovus concept,1 the homo novuswas used as a heuristic tool in
order to investigate literary modes of self-fashioning (see S. Greenblatt)2 – from
Cicero and St. Paul, the apostle’s time up to Augustine.

What do we mean by homo novus, and how was the timeline defined – from
Cicero to Paul and Augustine? Why is Paul set in the center of this research
discourse? Let us begin with the former question by giving a brief sketch of the
conceptual origin of the homo novus paradigm (1.1) before discussing why Paul
might be placed among the homines novi (1.2).

1.1. Who was a Homo Novus?
Revisiting a Ciceronian Concept

According to Matthias Gelzer, who initiated the modern research on Roman
nobility in 1912, the homo novus paradigm was not stricto sensu defined in
antiquity.3 In its socio-historical and socio-political meaning, the homo novus is
still a topic of scholarly debate and interpretation: This does not only apply to
classics, as Leonhard A. Burckhardt has pointed out in 19904 and Andreas Mehl
demonstrates in this volume (see below).5 This also applies to research fields

1 Cf. Preface.
2 Cf. Greenblatt, Renaissance.
3 Cf. Gelzer, Nobilität.
4 Cf. Burckhardt, Political Elite.
5 Cf. Mehl, Homo Novus in the Society and Political Culture of Rome, in this volume p. 21–38.
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within and beyond the Humanities, where the homo novus concept is more
recently understood as that “of a freshman or a new beginning.”6

In a relatively broad sense, the paradigm of the homo novus describes the
rising up of a politician from the lower ranks of society to an important and noble
position. The concept originated in the social world of the ancient Roman Re-
public and was not, initially, connected to the spheres of politics, law, religion, or
literature. In its first appearances in literature, the concept demarcated the outer
limits of those who possessed noble ancestors, symbolic capital, and were part of
the nobilitas. Initially, the homo novuswas an opposing term to nobilitas.As time
passed, a person who went through the Roman sequence of offices, the cursus
honorum, could become “nobilized” and would, hence, become a homo novus,
even if he was not born into nobility. Especially with Cicero’s use and coinage of
the concept it became part of the political sphere. As a homo novus himself,
Cicero constitutes a self-aware exponent of what homo novus can mean in a
programmatic sense. In this volume, Henriette van der Blom (see below) shows
how throughout Cicero’s writings the concept serves the unique interests and
aims of his personal project to present his career path into nobility.7 In this sense,
Cicero prepared the path of transferring the homonovus concept into the fields of
literary, rhetorical, and metaphorical usages.

In this volume, the socio-political background of the homo novus concept is, as
a first step, revisited in order to depict its “etymology” and its genuine epistemic
context. When using the homo novus terminology we need to be aware of its
specific historical usage(s). As a second step, and the main focus of this volume,
we discuss how the homo novus concept can possibly be transformed – meta-
phor-like – into the field of literary studies and philology where it might function
as a literary and an anthropological concept.

The majority of articles in this volume, thus, explores how a variety of literary
authors from the 1st century BCE up to the 4th century CE create themselves as
personae acting in a narrative or argumentative setting, and whether (and how)
they, consequently, mold themselves as “new men” (homines novi) in a literary
sense – whether in a social, religious or philosophical meaning. Various con-
tributions below work out how some ancient literary authors try to appear as
“new men”8 by means of literary self-configuration and self-fashioning, in that
they either alter traditional social roles or create new patterns of social behavior
in order to write themselves into literary, religious, or philosophical “nobility,”
and/or literary kanones. From this point of view, the articles presented in this
volume also shed new light on the highly debated and controversial quest(s) for

6 Frey, Homo Novus, 1–4, here 1.
7 Cf. van der Blom, Cicero’s Self-Presentation as a Homo Novus, in this volume p. 39–53.
8 Cf., e. g. , Dugan, Making a New Man.
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concepts of literary self-molding, (ancient) authorship,9 and – as a result –
processes of canonization.10

1.2. Paul as a Homo Novus?
Moving beyond Adolf Deissmann’s “Paulus”

The concept of the homo novus does not appear in Pauline letter-writing.11

However, it has been applied to Pauline studies by Adolf Deissmann (1866–1937)
in his most prominent monograph “Paulus” in 1911,12 which – in many ways – is
still to be seen as a turning point in New Testament studies. In connection with
the archaeological, epigraphical, and papyrological evidence collected in Licht
vom Osten (1908),13 the work also led to the prominent distinction between
“letter” and “epistle” in the field of epistolography.14Deissmann did not aim only
at developing Pauline epistolography in historical terms,15 but most important
was his interest in revealing Paul’s biography, character, and personality. As a
result he describes Paul as a homo novus16 in order to show the apostle’s ex-
ceptional role among the earliest generation of Christ-believers, as a missionary,
religious person, and a letter-writer.

Deissmann understood Paul as a newcomer, a self-mademanwho has to be set
against the leading social and literary conditions of his time:17 According to
Deissmann, the apostle could not have competed with his literary con-
temporaries – like Seneca – and he could have never really succeeded in entering
the sphere of intellectual philosophical discourse on equal terms. Deissmann’s
claim was: “Er [= Paulus] war eben kein Mann der Literatur, der durch seine
Werke auffiel, kein Mann der Wissenschaft, dessen Theorien der Bildung
imponierten.”18

By classifying Paul as a homo novus Deissmann applied – nolens volens – a
socio-political concept which plays an extensive role in Cicero’s political career

9 Cf. , e. g. , Marmodoro and Hill (eds.), The Author’s Voice; Becker and Rüpke (eds.), Authorial
voices (forthcoming).

10 Cf. Becker and Scholz (eds.), Kanon in Konstruktion und Dekonstruktion.
11 Cf. only metaphorically used notions and concepts: Rom 5; 1 Cor 15:22ff.
12 Deissmann, Paulus; cf. also Gerber, Deissmann the Philologist, esp. on the “Paulus” mono-

graph: 144ff.
13 Cf. Deissmann, Licht.
14 Cf. Deissmann, Licht, 99ff. Cf. also the review by Schmiedel, 81–91, 86.
15 Deissmann, for instance, had posed new historical questions as in regard to the composition

place and time of Philippians in Ephesus, which are still crucial for every reconstruction of
Pauline biography: Haupt, Gefangenschaftsbriefe, 86 and 82. Cf. also: Omerzu, Paulus und die
römische Rechtsordnung, 169–187, 177.

16 Cf.Deissmann, Paulus, esp. vand 53ff. Cf. in general on themonograph: Gerber, Deissmann, 144ff.
17 Cf. Deissmann, Paulus, 55.
18 Deissmann, Paulus, 53.
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and literary self-molding to the apostle Paul.19 Since Cicero is “only” a political
newcomer in Roman society who cannot rely his status on familial ancestors but
has to define and defend his individual position in late Republican Rome, his
ambition is to transform the homo novus label from something deficient into
something valuable. Whether or not Deissmann had Cicero’s claims in his mind
when showing Paul as a homo novus, his classification is clearly of socio-political
significance, as Oda Wischmeyer argues in this volume (see below).20

Deissmann’s programmatic viewon Paul as a homo novuswas not undisputed
within the field of Pauline studies, indeed for various reasons: Johannes Munck
(1904–1965), Professor of New Testament exegesis at Aarhus University, ques-
tioned Deissmann’s basic interest in Paul’s personality by stating: “The actual
material of our study is the texts, not the man behind them.”21 Some other
scholars, inmore recent time, contradict Deissmann’s reductionist viewon Paul’s
social and/or intellectual milieu so extensively that they claim that Paul – beyond
possibly having received some kind of literate education – would have belonged
to a “cultural elite.”22Martin Hengel (1926–2009) holds amore balanced position
here when arguing that Paul, even though not a member of the elite, cannot be
seen as a “simple proletarian” either.23

Deissmann’s view on Paul still stimulates a debate about how to be more
precise in our socio-cultural description of Paul and his letter-writing and the
reconstruction of Paul’s biography – especially when it comes to the apostle’s
intellectual status and profile. However, this volume aims atmoving beyond these
kinds of discourses: In this volume, it is discussed and worked out in various
contributions, whether and how Paul can be compared to selected contemporary
literary authors – who from the 1st century BCE to the 4th century CE appear as
homines novi in the sense of molding themselves in literary terms as “newmen,”
by creating their own profile of authorship and, hereby, their very literary
identity.

To Pauline studies, moving beyond Deissmann, not only means questioning
our socio-historical reconstruction of Paul and his biography,24 it also means
trying out the homo novus concept as a heuristic key in order to “carve out” how
much Paul and his contemporaries used the notion of themselves for their in-
dividual project of literary self-molding. If we leave the field of social and reli-
gious history aside, we soon find further ways in which Paul might be envisioned

19 Cf. van der Blom, RoleModels. Cf. in this volume the contributions by van der BlomandMehl.
20 Cf. Wischmeyer, Paul: A Homo Novus?, in this volume p. 55–70.
21 Munck, Missionary Preaching, 95.
22 Vegge, Die kulturelle Prägung, 72.
23 Hengel, Der vorchristliche Paulus, 211, here with reference to Paul’s family traditions. On

Paul’s biography cf. also latest: Löhr, Art. Paulus I, 1167ff.
24 Cf. Becker and Pilhofer (eds.), Biographie.

Eve-Marie Becker and Jacob Mortensen12
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as a homo novus in the literary-historical contexts of Greco-Roman authors.
Indeed, as a literary author he creates a specific image of himself through his
particular literary strategies of self-molding. This image of an apostle who is a
newcomer or a latecomer in the chronological sequence of “apostolic succession”
or commissioning (1 Cor 15:8f.), makes Paul eager not only to reflect his auto-
biography and apostolic status (e. g. , Gal 1–2), or life-style (e. g. , 1 Cor 9), but also
to mold a literary image of his persona, his apostolic self (e. g. , 2 Cor 10–13; Phil
1–3), which can, for instance, be resumed in the syntagmatic form of calling
himself a δοῦλος (e. g. , Rom 1:1; Phil 1:1). Here, we enter the semantic field by
which Paul construes his literary strategy when creating himself as a homo hu-
milis, as Eve-Marie Becker argues in this volume (see below).25 In consequence,
Paul shapes a literary persona of humility which will inspire Augustine as a
Christian rhetorician and author, as Therese Fuhrer points out in this volume
(see below).26

In that particular sense, the topic: “Paul as Homo Novus: Authorial Strategies
of Self-Fashioning in Light of a Ciceronian Term” becomes relevant to Pauline
studies and to various historical and philological fields in classics. It opens up
new perspectives for studying how ancient authors – roughly from Cicero to
Augustine’s time – might have worked on their literary self-fashioning by being
stimulated by a conceptual notion which, to some degree, even contradicts the
well-established ancient verdict of the presbyteron kreitton: In fact, the homo
novus concept allows for no less than the successful social and literary self-
promotion of the individual newcomer who enters the public sphere as a literary
author and who wants to make his “career” there a success.

2. The Outline of this Volume

The articles collected in this volume deal with different issues around the ancient
homo novus concept and reflect the genuine socio-historical background and
meaning of the concept of the homo novus and its possible applicability to the
field of literary and philological studies of ancient authors – and to Pauline
studies in particular. The contributions fall in four sections.

The contributions of the first part of this volume (Part I) serve the epis-
temological reflection and the critical discussion of the homo novus concept in
socio-political terms. All articles are concerned with the epistemic background of
the homo novus concept, either before the time of Cicero, in Cicero’s own writ-
ings or in the first modern designation of Paul as a homo novus. Andreas Mehl
(Halle/Berlin) traces the historical and conceptual development of the homo
novus in the time before Cicero. Mehl points out the original social employment

25 Cf. Becker, Paul as Homo Humilis, in this volume p. 115–125.
26 Cf. Fuhrer, Orator Humilis, in this volume p. 251–265.
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of the concept and its relation to the lack of noble ancestry, the relation to the
cursus honorum, and the symbolic capital joined to the concept.Henriette van der
Blom (Birmingham) investigates how Cicero as the primary exponent of the
concept of the homo novus developed a credible and powerful public persona in
order to ensure popularity and to underline a claim to political power and
influence. Van der Blom investigates how Cicero in his self-presentation as an
authorial figure navigates different role models in order to conquer the claim of
novitas in place of nobilitas.

OdaWischmeyer (Erlangen) investigates the intellectual-innovative element in
Paul, taking up the initial thread fromAdolf Deissmann’s description of Paul as a
homo novus.Working from Deissmann’s description of Paul as homo novus and
homo religious, Wischmeyer points out that Paul may not fit the category of a
homo novus if we consider him a recipient of religious traditions. But if Paul is
understood as a producer of newworld interpretations and, hence, in this respect
a self-made man, he comes very close to the concept of the homo novus.

The following six articles in Part II discuss whether and how in various im-
portant Roman and early Christian contexts the homo novus concept either
appears in terms of a historical incident or as a means of literary self-config-
uration. Christopher Degelmann (Berlin) investigates how Cicero’s self-fash-
ioning as a homo novus takes place in practice. Degelmannworks from the case of
Cicero’s squalor, the wearing of mourning garments in times of personal or
collective crisis. Ulrike Egelhaaf-Gaiser (Göttingen) combines historical and
literary perspectives when investigating in which way Horace might be counted
among the homines novi: She shows how the “political label” is used for the
purpose of a “literary trademark.” Even though – as Egelhaaf-Gaiser illustrates –
Horace cannot be seen in biographical terms as a homo novus in a strict sense, he
shares with Cicero the experience of a remarkable career and even a certain
“obsession” with self-staging.

Eve-Marie Becker (Aarhus) points out how Paul – especially in his latest
writing to the Philippian community – shapes a comprehensive concept of hu-
mility which finally serves at showing Paul himself to be a “homo humilis.” By
constructing Christ-believing humility as a specific authorial role model, Paul in
fact appears to be a homo novus in the sense of an ambitious literary author who
creates an innovative concept of literary authorship.Maik Patzelt (Erfurt) applies
the concept of the homo novus to Seneca the Younger, investigating his strategies
of self-fashioning as an author and philosopher. Patzelt argues that Seneca
presents himself as a successful self-mademan and a grand newcomer among his
imagined philosophical contemporaries and already dead philosophical col-
leagues (for instance Socrates).

In his contribution to Part 2 of this volume, Andreas Mehl investigates how
Tacitus fashions himself as a historian and how this may be seen as a literary

Eve-Marie Becker and Jacob Mortensen14
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strategy in his (historiographical) work. However, even if Tacitus de facto could
be considered a homo novus because of his biographic lack of noble ancestry,
Mehl does not find any direct statement or appeal by Tacitus proving himself a
homo novus. The explicit usage of the homo novus concept comes to its limits
already in early Roman Imperial time itself. Uta Heil (Vienna) investigates the
work of Athanasius of Alexandria, who presents himself as a teacher and martyr
of the Christian church. This strategy makes him stand out as homo novus
because he was a martyr novus.

Part III of this volume moves to another facet of the homo novus concept: by
studying Paul, Seneca, and Augustine comparatively it becomes evident how the
homo novus imagery is used as a kind of ametaphor which describes processes of
anthropological transformation. The three articles to be found in this section,
thus, deal with the anthropological transformations in a literary sense of the
concept of the homo novus. Lauri Thuren (Joensuu) investigates how Paul in
some aspects fit the inner logic of the homo novus while also transforming the
concept. Thuren points to the fact that Paul is more realistic in his self-fashioning
than Cicero and that the question of sin plays a pivotal role in the anthropological
self-portrait of the new person in Christ. René Falkenberg (Aarhus) focuses on
the meaning of Adam as “the old man” in opposition to “the new man” of the
Pauline letters. Falkenberg examines the generic and mythic sense of the old
man/new man dichotomy in the Pauline letters and the Apocalypse of Moses in
order to illuminate the intricate relationship between the old and new man in
Paul’s letters.

Tobias Uhle (Munich) describes how Seneca perceives philosophical self-
transformation and renewal in his letters. Uhle points out that the process of self-
transformation and renewal has consequences for the configuration of the first-
person speaker and the authorial self of the letters, not in a socio-political sense
but in the spiritual. Therese Fuhrer (Munich) investigates how Augustine models
a first-person character and persona in his sermons. Even though Augustine
ranks as one of the first to have made the self and the first-person voice the
central subject of an entire work (Confessiones), Augustine fashions himself in a
very self-conscious way also in his sermons by using the liturgical space in a
performative manner. From here, we can see how Paul’s way of molding himself
in literary terms had a huge impact on anthropology – in Pauline thinking as
much as among later Christian authors, such as Augustine.

The final articles of this volume (Part IV) deal with reception processes of the
homo novus concept. Much research has focused on Cicero’s promotion of
himself as a homo novus. However, in her article on reception processes, Hen-
riette van der Blom discusses the extent to which Cicero’s self-fashioning as a
homo novus influenced his posthumous reception. Christopher Mount (Chicago)
focuses on spirit possession in Pauline Christ cults and the Roman discourse of
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political power. Mount argues that against the Pauline letters, which could be
taken as a counter political discourse by the Roman administration, the Acts of
the Apostles, which shows an early reception of the Paul figure, present a dis-
course where the power of the spirit works in harmony with the Roman political
institutions. In the final article, Johanna Schumm (Munich) – coming from the
area of Comparative Literature – goes one step further in reception history of
classical or Pauline texts: She explores how the French philosopher Jacques
Derrida in his Circonfession plays with the literary constitution of newness in
Augustine’s Confessiones.

As evidenced by the studies collected in this volume, the (ancient) discourse
about who is a homo novus and the question of how much this concept can
explain literary modes of self-fashioning ultimately leads us to another per-
spective when studying Paul and Pauline epistolography: Counted among the
homines novi, Paul appears to be a historical and a literary persona whose con-
ceptual context of literary self-promotion, including all of its limitations, might –
more than ever – be identified in the Roman world of the early Imperial period.
The time has come, thus, not only to reconsider Deissmann’s imagination of
Paul, the apostle, but rather tomove further beyond it when placing Paul in the 1st

century CE world.
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Andreas Mehl

The Homo Novus in the Society and Political Culture of Rome

SinceMatthias Gelzer’s workDie Nobilität der römischen Republik first appeared
in 1912, the homo novus has continuously been a topic for scholarly research.1

Subsequent publications either examine the homo novus as a broad social phe-
nomenon or investigate individual homines novi and persons included in this
group. Studies of Cicero, in particular, cannot help but accentuate his status as a
homo novus.2 Already from Gelzer’s title, which omits mentioning the homo
novus, we can conclude that the author draws his understanding of (homo) novus
and novitas from (vir) nobilis and nobilitas.3 In general, this view has held since,

1 For the search items “homo novus” and alternatively “homines novi,” the database “L’Année
philologique” (accessed electronically through the Staatsbibliothek Berlin on July 6, 2016)
from the year 1926 onward yields forty-three relevant publications (minus the duplication of
Vogt, Homo). Of these, fourteen appearedmore recently between 1981 and 1995. The next work
on the topic was published in 2009 (Beck, Rolle) and the last and most recent in 2012 (Florio,
Nobleza). However, works have been written whose titles may not immediately signal the
treatment of the homo novus or someone who attained that status. Van der Blom, Cicero, for
example, did not come up in the search. We cannot, thus, depend upon the specified search
item in singular and plural to produce a complete list of relevant publications. The year 1926
mentioned earlier is essential insofar as it matches the date of Vogt, Homo, a work which gave
new impetus to the discussion of the homo novus. This work, just like Gelzer, Nobilität,
however, is so fundamentally and reliably incorporated into Strasburger, Nobiles and Stras-
burger, Homo (more on this below), that both are only cited here expressly for particular
statements. On Joseph Vogt together with his 1926 work, cf. the obituary by Karl Christ under
the cryptic (in as much as it pertains to Vogt) title “Homo novus…” (Christ, Homo). Nothing
on the homo novus is found in Ganter, Welt.

2 Here, van der Blom, Cicero should be emphasized.
3 Alongside Gelzer above, DNPdoes this especially obviously in not offering an article for “homo
novus,” instead using lemmata “Homo novus” and “Novus homo” (Volume 5, 1998, 703 and
Volume 8, 2000, 1037) to direct the reader to the lemma “nobilitas,” and there the homonovus is
treated distinctly from vir nobilis by Crawford, Nobiles (968–969, Section B: “Verwendung der
Begriffe Nobilis und Novus Homo”). Cf. also Brunt, Nobilitas and Alföldy, Sozialgeschichte,
49–51 with n. 62. In PW, the far more extensive predecessor to DNP, one finds two lemmata:
“Nobiles” and “Novus Homo.” Both are written by the same author and also fall alphabetically
within the same volume: Strasburger, Nobiles and Strasburger, Homo. The two articles are
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and subsequent scholars have continued to see a clear semantic break between
nobilis and novus.However, this stark division does not come without problems.
The trouble lies less in scholars linking the vir nobilis to the Roman sequence of
offices, the cursus honorum; though, extant ancient sources are not explicit in
naming the office capable of nobilizing a Roman who was not born into nobility.4

Rather, the move to separate the categories of homo novus and vir nobilis in
absolute terms requires a fallible assumption, namely that a Roman would have
one status or the other and never both at the same time.5 On the contrary, the
homo novus who becomes nobilis by holding or having held a nobilizing office
never ceases to be novus; rather, he is able to enjoy nobilis status without an-
cestors in the nobility while remaining simultaneously a homo novus.6 In this

hardly or only briefly still consulted, although in the opinion of the present author they are of
good quality, better even that some later contributions.

4 Gelzer, Nobilität, 22; Strasburger, Nobiles, 786. The question is whether the nobilitas arose first
through individuals attaining consulship or reaching some other of the senatorial offices. The
latter option can relate to the entrance into the (curule) aedile office at the earliest, since in 180
BCE the Lex Villia annalis legally defined and fixed the ascending order of offices and their
tenures. On this and its consequences, cf. Beck, Karriere, 51–60. In contrast, Gelzer, Nobilität as
well as Strasburger, Nobiles, 787–789 and Strasburger, Homo, 1223–1224 argue in favor of the
consulship as the initial key to nobilitas, although some portion of the latter’s argument could
be viewed as benefiting each curule magistrate (and thus being pro-Mommsen). Goldmann,
Nobilitas differentiates between nobilitas as a term for status and as term for a group. The
second option describes the Roman Republic’s so-called office-aristocracy. Here Goldmann
sees fromperhaps 200 BCE onward a narrowing of former consuls, i. e. the consulares, and their
families. Certainly, Goldman’s differentiation between individual status and group hardly lives
up to what we encounter in the sources; and there is a danger of seeing a state institution, so to
speak, in nobility as a group designation. Cf. moreover Brunt, Nobilitas, Shackleton Bailey,
Nobiles and Burckkardt, Elite, 80. In preference to the consul, others have also discussed the
dictatorship, the office of magister equitum or one of the military tribunes with consular
power. Cf. Burckkardt, Elite, 80 and Crawford, Nobiles, 968. Alföldy, Sozialgeschichte, 63–64
and 67 imprecisely distinguishes between “lower magistrates” and the “highest offices”
(plural) in the second century BCE, but then restricts this last group to the consulship and
discusses an “Absonderung der Nobilität von den anderen Senatoren” (cf. “Hierarchisierung
der römischen Aristokratie” in Beck, Karriere, 395). One should also be aware that arguments
limiting the nobility to individuals who reached the consulship implies that not all of the
senators were nobiles, rather only an extreme minority of them.

5 Thus, Burckkardt, Elite, 77 and 83 marks novitas as “opposing” and “not complementary, but
rather a contrasting concept to nobilitas.” In contrast, Crawford, Nobiles, 969 notes correctly:
“Damit steht fest, dass novitas (‘Neuheit’) in keiner Weise als Gegenteil von nobilitas gesehen
werden kann.” Burckhardt, 83 traces his opinion from the questionable observation that only
Roman equestrians were marked as novi. Cf. criticism of this last claim further below. The
either-or debate is qualified correctly by van der Blom, Cicero, 49 in relation to Cicero,
Mur. 15–17.

6 Thus, in contrast to the argument that only his offspring and descendants are nobiles, the homo
novus himself also holds this status. On both positions, cf. van der Blom, Cicero, 37 with
relevant bibliography in n. 20.
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situation the categories of homo novus and vir nobilis overlap.7 For this reason –
and not due to any exclusiveness inherent to the terms – our discussions of the
homo novus must also take the vir nobilis into account. Essential to the coming
arguments and observations is the following definitional point: only individuals
who have simultaneously fulfilled two conditions are marked as homines novi.
They cannot be nobiles by birth and must have contested or held the nobilizing
office(s) of the cursus honorum.

This claim, like all the others in this chapter, stems from examining ancient
testimony, most of which contributes nothing in effect to our understanding of
the homo novus and the rest of which is so clearly situation-dependent that it
permits only limited general conclusions, if any at all.8Moreover, the majority of
textual evidence comes from a single person, Cicero.9 As a homo novus himself,
he is a well-informed source on the matter. Nevertheless, his claims are usually
tailored within literary works to specific contexts, serving the unique aims and
interests first of genre, subject, and addressee, and then of Cicero’s own cir-
cumstances and career at that moment. Combining this specificity with Cicero’s
broader attempt to promote his fame through literary self-stylizing introduces a
certain one-sidedness and inexactitude to any evidence he gives us.10 Every
analysis of the homo novus must reckon with the difficulty of the sources.

We may confidently presume that a homo novus was always a Roman citizen
and indeed would have been one from birth onward.11 In most cases he came

7 Cf. further above. The overlap only becomes a problem if we understand both terms as having
legal power. This is however not the case.

8 According to Dondin-Payre, Homo, 70, there are thirty-seven mentions of the (homo) novus
or novitas in the literature of the Roman Republic and twenty-five mentions in the literature
of the imperial period (including Greek texts). Of these, several are certainly not significant,
and the rest are constituted in such a way that Dondin-Payre, who indeed defines novitas very
narrowly (for criticism of this, see Pani, Novitas and Vanderbroeck, Homo), disqualifies the
term fromhaving the character of a “political slogan.” In what follows a few sources are listed.
To these we may add Sallust, Jug. 63–65 and 85 (cf. 40 and Cat. 23.5–6) as statements of
fundamental importance.

9 Particularly, Cicero, Agr. 2.1.1–2.5, Mur. 7.15–17. Cf. Sest. 136, Planc. 24.60, Phil. 9.2.4–5,
Rep. 1.1, Off. 1.39.138.

10 Cf. Crawford, Nobiles, 969. Van der Blom, Cicero, 35–59 and 271–286makes productive use of
this uncertainty – for her subject Cicero indeed correctly – especially at 277–279, an argument
against psychologizing Cicero’s shifting portrayal of Gaius Marius, and then at 284–285, a
discussion of the preferential citation of homines novi as exempla in Cicero’s speeches and at
particular stations in Cicero’s life as a politician, as well as in her whole chapter “Cicero as
Exemplum,” 287–324.

11 Indeed, this stipulation is found nowhere explicitly, but can be derived from the use of the
term. Cf. Strasburger, Homo, 1225. Freedmen with their still diminished Roman citizenship
and peregrini, i. e. free non-citizens, however wealthy they became through commercial en-
terprise or however significant their achievements as doctors or orators, nevertheless had no
legal prospect of entering into the higher sequence of offices or the senate. Cf. Alföldy,
Sozialgeschichte, 149–150. Even imperial freedmen could not become magistrates or sen-
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from the ranks of the Roman equestrians (eques Romanus) and thus from a class
whose members had similar financial means to the senators enabling them to
pursue careers in the unpaid offices of the cursus honorum.12 In this respect the
novus man’s economic situation was not principally different from that of the
nobilis. But an affiliation with the equestrians was not a conditio sine qua non;
rather “the background of a potential homo novus did not have a lower-bound
legal limit.”Yet, the practical need for wealth would, nevertheless, have presented
a real barrier to political engagement.13 Therefore, most of the homines novi
would indeed have come from the equestrian class.

The term homo novus, like vir nobilis and nobilitas, stems from the Roman
Republic. We can rule out that the terms were fixed in any official capacity. They
belong to the societal sphere rather than state law.14 The meaning of societal
terms tends to bemore elastic and changemore easily than for legal vocabulary.15

However, one could assume – and this has already happened here – some logic
governs how terms in society are used. More precisely, we may understand homo

ators; they could at best – like Pallas, the leading freedman of Emperor Claudius (Tacitus,
Ann. 12.53, Pliny, Ep. 7.29 and 8.6) – obtain appropriate insignia of rank. Cf. Alföldy, So-
zialgeschichte, 179.

12 Strasburger, Homo, 1225.
13 Strasburger, Homo, 1225 (quoted above in translation) rejects the restricting homo novus-

status on the one hand to equestrians (as later, however, Burckkardt, Elite, 83 again argues)
and on the other hand to men coming “ex infirma plebe.”

14 Strasburger, Nobiles, 788 already discusses the “soziologische Bedeutung” of the term and
begins from the premise that the meaning of nobilis as a self-designation of the ruling class
and as an exonym used by common citizens may have differed from one another and that the
“unablässige Aufsteigen … und Absinken” may have contributed to the vagueness of the
term. Referring to this, Strasburger, Homo, 1224 sees two “Definitionen des Novitätsbe-
griffes”: one as the very narrowly construed derogatory exonym used in “aristocratic” circles
(on this see further below) and the other as a more widely understood and not pejorative
“Volksmeinung.” Bleicken, Nobilität points out that the terms nobilis and nobilitas were not
formalized and were not even defined for a specific group. On the other hand, Walter,
Existenz, 382 proceeds from the interest of fully ascended homines novi “die Zugehör-
igkeitskriterien [zur Nobilität] zu verrechtlichen beziehungsweise zu objektivieren.” Millar,
Politics, 4 declares the nobility “social or political, not constitutional” and then reduces the
role, even the existence, of the Roman nobility, aristocracy, or oligarchy to almost nothing.
Hölkeskamp, Senatus, 268 and more extensively Hölkeskamp, Rekonstruktionen, 9–17 op-
pose this view and pursue these points in the following chapters. Crawford, Nobiles, 967–968
adds for consideration that “niemals eine offizielle Liste mit den Namen derjenigen (ex-
istierte), die zur nobilitas zählten” and on page 971 establishes conclusively that “die n(obiles)
der Republik keinerlei durch Gesetz festgelegte Vorrechte (besaßen).”Beck, Karriere, 405 sees
in the “Nobilität als Spitzengruppe des Adels ” a “prinzipiell offene politische Klasse.”Cf. also
Burckkardt, Elite, 84.

15 Cf. Vanderbroek 1986, for example. Nowadays we think only of the much discussed “middle
class,” which has a very different orientation in contemporary society. Due to the fluidity of
the term novus it does not seem sensible to follow Brunt, Nobilitas in differentiating separate
types of homines novi.
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novus and vir nobilis as terms for societal categories. In the breadth of their
semantic fields, nobilis and novus differ from one another clearly: The vir nobilis
belongs to a long-running, generation-spanning group of families, to nobilitas in
a specialized sense that is well attested in the sources.16 In contrast, there is no
group of families linking the homines novi. This meaning of novitas is not at-
tested, nor is there a different word of semantic equivalence: Invariably novitas
means being a homo novus or finding oneself in the situation of a homo novus; it
never indicates the homines novi as a group. Nobilitas by contrast also stands for
the group of nobiles, commonly known as the office-aristocracy.17 Already this
observation confirms that the homo novus and vir nobilis and, respectively,
novitas and nobilitas are not perfectly aligned opposites. As an illustration of
this, a Roman can become nobilis during his life or he can be born as such; in
contrast, a Roman is never born as a homo novus, but can only become one over
the course of his life. Applied otherwise, a Roman who is not born nobilis and
does not later become nobilis is never a homo novus. From this, however, we
should not conclude that being novus, in contrast to being nobilis, is relevant for
only a single person, namely the homo novus; rather the homo novus is tied to
both his ancestors and posterity, indeed according to the construction of Roman
families through male lineage and lines of descent, the a(d)gnati.18

The homo novus is of course connected to his ancestors and descendants in a
special way: he is the one who propelled his family into the heights of nobility. In
doing so, he represents a transitional phase which is completed, or at least ought
to be, after only one generation, which is his own. As was demonstrated above,
this transitional phase includes a double affiliation: (1) the status of homo novus
is only attained when one is poised to achieve the status of vir nobilis. (2) Both
memberships appeal to the same inalienable foundation, Roman citizenship.
These two facts ensure that a homo novus who reaches nobility is not caught in
the liminality that is characteristic of transitions in a rites de passage, where the
individual no longer belongs to his earlier state and does not yet belong to the
later.19 Indeed, no distinct societal groups are able to take shape within the
transitional phase of the homo novus, since novitas, as we have seen above, is
ephemeral; only nobilitas, once attained, can be long-lasting. Moreover, the
transition to nobilitas is perceived as an ascending action, a fact which explains
the well-known phenomenon that the homo novus without hesitation adopts the

16 Due to this fact precisely, it was easy for Augustus to create the senatorial order out of the
nobility as a class. For this process, cf. further below.

17 Cf. OLD and ThLL under these lemmata. Cf. further above.
18 Strasburger, Homo, 1225 correctly emphasizes the latter.
19 Cf. Turner, Betwixt and Turner, Liminalität. Christoph Degelmann merits thanks for the tip

concerning the term liminality.
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